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District

Dan & Chris Brown
cwcleme@twcny.rr.com
Janice Zamorski \ jrz322@yahoo.com
cwcleme@twcny.rr.com

https://www.facebook.com/nygwrra

Birthdays:
Oct.- 2 Gerry Thompson
Oct.- 4 Sally Williams
Oct.- 5 Cindy Cochi
Oct.-19 David Secor
Oct.-23 Richard Davis
Anniversaries:
Oct.-1 Dan & Chris Brown
Oct. 14-06 Pete & Angela Wingerter
Oct.-30-54 Sally & Will Williams

Congratulations to All!
Monthly Gathering
50/50 Winner

Joan Bisgrove
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Chapter Tʼs
Directorʼs Corner
Linda & Clark Clemens

A

beautiful day with fall in the air for our September gathering at Flo's Diner. We had an attendance of 12 members. Discussed the upcoming NY Fall
Rally to be held in Watertown, NY on Sept 20th thru the 23rd, hope for a great turn
out, as we all know the hard work that goes into put this event together.
Congratulation to Trish Thayer on her prestigious awards she received at Wing Ding.
Happy to see Ginny Chiasson back with us, she has been put in hard times with PT, but it has
helped.
Best wishes on a speedy recovery for Angela Wingerter after her surgeries.
Winner of this months 50/50 was Joan Bisgrove.
PS: Heard from Lester just before the meeting this morning. He wanted to make sure I had the
procedure down as he no longer sits next to me to whisper in my ear. I do miss that, Les, but Clark
was starting to catch on. LOL
Theresa said you have to be there to get the chocolate milk. Got it!
Ride safely and God Bless: Linda and Clark
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NY “T “Rider Ed & Tech Page:

Jim T. & Mike R.

W

ell we covered Riding in the cooler Fall season last month and here we are. So for your next set of reminders
for later this month or next I guess it’s time cover winterizing our rides and equipment.
I never like to think about the end of the riding season, but we need to face the seasonal changes at some point.
I now offer up this article from GoldwingDocs.com for you who are interested in a solid method for winterizing your Wing.

First on the list, I go for a decent ride - at least a half an hour, and preferably highway speed. This isn't (just) for fun - I want the engine and exhaust
system as close to top operating temperature as possible. This lets the oil drain easily, and prevents moisture inside the exhaust (more on this later).
Next, I fill the fuel tank. Before doing this, I will go out for a ride and use up as much fuel as possible - I want no more than 1/4 tank of gas. I then add
two items: first, half a can of Seafoam. This is normally used to clean shellac and deposits from the carburetors. In this case, I want it sitting IN the carburetors over the winter, to prevent the deposits from forming in the first place. Second, I add a double dose of Marine Sta-Bil fuel stabilizer. Why a double
dose, and why the Marine version? First, this stabilizer is used to prevent phase separation - and you cannot do damage by overdosing your fuel. In fact,
they tell you to use more when storing for longer periods of time. Second, the marine version of the product is designed for use where there is high humidity and frequent water incursion. It is far better at holding moisture in the fuel in suspension than the regular "red" Sta-Bil. Think of it as regular "red" StaBil on steroids. In addition, the Marine Sta-Bil off-gasses a vapor that coats the inside of your fuel tank that is NOT submerged in gas, preventing corrosion. Once I've added both of these products, I fill the tank to the very, very top with FRESH, quality fuel, leaving as little air space as possible in the tank.
Air in the tank = water vapor, so get rid of it as best you can. Lastly, I ride the bike for 5 minutes or so to make sure the fuel with additives has made it fully
through the carburetors.
Adding Marine Sta-Bil to tank
I don't drain the carburetors. Especially on the GL1500 (and also on my wife's PC800) draining the carbs is an onerous and painful job. If I was going
to be storing the bike for 6 months or so, I would very likely drain the carbs. However, when I am storing the bike for four months over the winter, and the
carbs are full of a stew of Seafoam and Sta-Bil, they do just fine, and having used this method now for many years, it has never failed me. If your bike has a
manual petcock, make sure to turn it off! If you do have a manual petcock, you can turn it off while the bike is running, and just wait until the engine dies.
This ensures your carburetors have been drained of fuel. I use this method on things that are run very infrequently, like my generator.
Change the engine oil and filter. This is a given. Engine oil accumulates acids during normal engine operation, and left sitting, this will corrode the
inside of your engine. Your engine will last many more years if you simply change the engine oil and filter before storing it each winter. For a more detailed explanation of why engine oil must be changed before storage, read this post. The Honda instructions say to crank the engine with the stop switch set
to OFF after an oil change, to distribute the fresh oil. This is a good idea, and works on most Wings - except later model GL1500's and GL1800's, which
will refuse to crank if the stop switch is OFF. My 2000 GL1500 is one of those bikes, so I instead start it briefly (10 seconds or so) to ensure the oil is fully
distributed throughout the engine.
Check the coolant. I use Hondaline 50/50 premix coolant, so I know it's always the correct ratio, and it won't freeze. I also change the coolant every
two years, so I know it's not worn out. I check the coolant level regularly, but this is a good time as any to check that your coolant isn't low.
Clean the fork tubes, and apply a light coating of oil. Pump the front shocks up and down a few times (sit on the bike, push the bike forward, then pull
the front brakes while pushing down on the handlebars) to get the oil spread on the seals. This both helps keeps seals lubricated, as well as prevents corrosion on the fork tubes.
Check and fill the tires. You do not want your tires low over the winter - and in fact, it's a good idea to do this several times while it is in storage.
Battery: I don't remove my battery. Why? Because I have a Battery Tender Jr. installed. I actually plug my bike into the Battery Tender every time it
is parked - and in doing so, I went from replacing batteries once every 18 months to...well, I'm not sure, because I've been doing it for five years now, and
in the five years since I installed Battery Tenders on all my bikes (and generators, and snowblowers, etc.) I haven't had to replace a single battery. People,
seriously, get a Battery Tender, it will pay for itself many times over in extended battery life. As long as your battery is fully charged, the electrolyte
will not freeze until near -40 degrees. On the other hand, a discharged battery can freeze at very close to 32F/0C, and a frozen battery is extremely dangerous! Put a Battery Tender on your bike, leave it plugged in, and you don't need to worry about pulling the battery from the bike. Those of you who store
your bikes somewhere where electricity is not available, they now offer a solar-powered Battery Tender that will keep your battery in top shape with sunlight alone.
Wash and dry your bike. Really? Washing it? Actually, yes. Bug guts, road tar and general grime contain acids that will dissolve the protective coating on your paint - and your paint itself. Eventually the paint will just look bad. But I don't get out the hose for this job. I use the greatest invention motorcycling man has ever devised: Pro Honda Spray Cleaner and Polish. This stuff is so good, that virtually all bike shops use it. It makes cleaning your bike a
non-event. I even use it on my car. Spray it on, wait a few minutes, wipe off with a clean towel, you're done. The result is an immaculately clean surface,
with a protective coating left behind that will bead up water. You can use it on painted surfaces, plastic, windshields, chrome, aluminum, every surface on
your bike. For chrome and steel parts, it leaves behind a coating that prevents corrosion from humidity over the storage period.
Lift your bike so it is not resting on the tires. Well...again, perhaps if I was storing my bike for six months or longer I might do this. Instead I simply
put the bike on its center stand. This leaves maybe 40-50 pounds of weight on the front tire, which is really nothing, comparably. If you're really worried,
you can put a wooden block under the engine block to lift the front wheel up off the ground. Keep in mind this will make the bike a bit less stable. Another
alternative is to go in every couple of weeks, have someone push down on the rear of the bike to lift the front wheel in the air, then rotate the front wheel to
prevent the same part of the wheel from resting on the ground. What we're really trying to do here is prevent flat spots from forming.
Cover the bike with a porous material - I don't bother. If my bike was outside, then yes, 100% I would be covering it up. But inside my garage,
where the temperature remains fairly constant, there is very little dust, and there is little moisture intrusion, I leave it out in the open. More important is
having an environment with a more or less constant temperature. If you are storing your bike outdoors, you should be using a cover that covers up as much
of the bike as possible, is waterproof, but breathable. Do not use a tarp! This allows moisture to collect underneath, and will cause rapid corrosion.
Mufflers - mufflers rust from the inside out. They depend on the heat of the exhaust to evaporate moisture, so it is imperative that the bike was not just
run for a few minutes and then shut down - this leaves moisture inside the exhaust, where it will sit and rust away while the bike is stored. This is the main
reason we want the last ride before storage to be a long, fast one where the engine is working hard. We want things to be hot! Once things have cooled off,
I spray WD-40 into the ends of the exhaust pipes (WD = Water Dispersal), then cover the ends of the pipes with a plastic shopping bag and a rubber band.
This prevents the intrusion of moisture into the exhaust system.
Hydraulic fluids: If you haven't flushed/replaced your brake and clutch fluids in the past couple of years, this would be a good time to do them. These
fluids are hygroscopic, which means they leach moisture out of the air - and moisture means corrosion. I typically do this every other year as part of my
winter maintenance, so I don't normally do this at the time when I put my bikes away for the season.
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Mice: Mice and other vermin LOVE motorcycles. They have lots of little cavities in which they can build nests, and they just LOVE to chew on electrical wiring. The air box in particular makes a perfect home for them. I put galvanized steel mesh over my air intake to keep the critters out. I keep mousetraps baited with peanut butter around the area the bikes are stored (they love peanut butter more than they love wiring), and putting Bounce brand dryer
sheets in and around the bike helps keep them out. For some reason, they detest the smell of Bounce dryer sheets.
Now, what do you do now that the bike is away for its winter slumber? Please, please, PLEASE resist the temptation to "start it up to keep the oil
fresh" or whatever other reason you feel you need to regularly run the engine. Your engine does not benefit in any way from being started from dead cold
for a short "warm-up." In fact, it's quite the opposite. Starting the engine puts lots of moisture into both the
crankcase and the exhaust. If you are not going to go out for a good, hard half hour ride, neither the engine
nor the exhaust are going to get up to full normal operating temperature - which means this moisture is not
going to evaporate. Instead, it's going to sit in the bike and start corroding the insides of your engine, cylinders and exhaust system. Every time you start it, it is making it worse. The fact that it is cold outside
makes it even worse - this means the moisture easily condenses on the cold surfaces, starting the rusting
process.
"But I need to start it regularly to charge the battery." No you don't, hook up a $25 Battery Tender
instead of ruining your $500 exhaust.
"It helps keep the seals lubricated and stops leaks." No, it doesn't. The seals do not magically lose
their ability to seal because oil isn't regularly flowing over them. In fact, the continuous change of a very
cold-soaked engine to warm engine and back can actually CAUSE leaks.
"It keeps the engine parts covered in oil to prevent wear." Actually, it does the exact opposite. The
absolute hardest time on an engine, the time when it wears the most, is at start-up, before the enginedriven oil pumps get a chance to start pumping oil around. This is why some expensive aircraft and racing
engines have special pumps to circulate oil before the engines are started. When the bike hasn't been started for a while, the lubricating film of oil is at its very minimum - which means massive amount of wear
during start up. And this is what you are doing, over and over again all winter every time you start it up causing wear to your engine when it is at its most vulnerable.

This appears to be a fairly up to date method for caring for your ride in the winter.
For those who don’t agree on these ideas, check with a trusted mechanic and see what he
thinks after reading the article.
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Chapter T’s Upcoming Activities for
October & November
Oct.1st Dinner at The Canal View: Sylvan Beach 6:30pm
Oct. 20th Chapter T Gathering:
Flo’s Dinner St.Rt.31 / 9:30am Breakfast Meeting to Follow
Oct. ? Dinner Ride TBA
Nov. 17th Chapter T Gathering:
Flo’s Dinner St.Rt.31 /9:30am Breakfast Meeting to Follow

Happy Thanksgiving

News from the State Rally
Editor’s note:

Well the GWRRA New York District just finished
their first independent state rally since 2008.
Although the turnout was smaller than last years final
bi-state with New Jersey, it was still a fun filled event for
the participants.
The hotel was a great facility and the staff and food
were top notch in my opinion. If you wanted other dining,
you had a great deal to choose from within a few blocks.
Alex from Chapter X, supplied us with entertainment
in the evenings with his Karaoke system. The attendees of
our rally have seemed to really like this over the past couple of years. Lets hope Alex enjoyed it as much, so he
continues on for next year.
Though the weather was not as nice as last year, Roger
from Chapter U provided some good group rides. Along
with the self guided rides that were made available, there
was plenty to do.
No mention so far on next years location. Lets hope
one of our state chapters comes up with a destination for
us to gather at and enjoy each others company for a precious few days during the riding season of 2019.
Remember if you get lonely for some comradery in the
Winter, Checkout Maryland's Winter Thing in January
2019. There is always a lot of familiar faces there.
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